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Ab initio study of doping effects in the 42214 compounds:
A new family of layered iron-based superconductors
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We present a systematic DFT-GGA theoretical characterization of the RE4Fe2As2Te1−xO4−yFy family of
compounds (conventionally called 42214) as a function of a set of key tuning parameters: rare earth (RE =
Pr, Sm, and Gd), Te content, oxygen → fluorine substitutional doping, and external pressure. We focus our
discussion on the effect of these parameters on magnetic stability and on the nonmagnetic electronic structure,
as most relevant aspects related to the occurrence of superconductivity. To uncover the complexity of the 42214
crystal structure, the electronic analysis is based on an unfolding procedure that allows us to observe the behavior
of the hole and electron pockets of the Fermi surface and of the nesting function. We complete the present
study with the characterization of a related hypothetical compound having Se substituting for Te. Our results
show that this peculiar compound family offers very good opportunities to properly harness material properties;
based on our results, we infer that suitably tuning a variety of parameters, as those examined here, improved
superconducting properties could be achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery [1] of superconductivity in fluorine doped
iron arsenide LaFeAsO1−yFy with a critical temperature (TC)
of 43 K has triggered an intense scientific investigation on
what became a family of Fe-based superconductors [2–6].
Several structural subfamilies have been discovered and great
progress was achieved in tuning TC by acting with chemical
substitution, doping, vacancies, or pressure reaching relatively
high values of TC � 50–60 K [4]. From these previous works,
Katrych and co-workers recently synthesized a new family of
Fe-based superconductors with the following general chemical
formula: RE4Fe2As2Te1−xO4−yFy (42214), where RE is the
rare earth element (RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd), x is the percentage
of native tellurium vacancies, and y is the fluorine content
present in the O sites [7,8]. It is experimentally observed that
the contraction of the RE covalent radius (moving from Pr to
Gd) causes structural modifications that are not sufficient to
sensibly raise the critical superconducting temperature which
results to be nearly constant (TC � 25 K) in the 42214
series with different RE atoms (RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd)
and approximately similar Te content (1 − x � 88%, 92%,
and 90% for Pr, Sm, and Gd compounds, respectively) [7].
Nevertheless, as shown by Katrych and co-workers the fluorine
substitution of oxygen combined with the presence of native
Te vacancies allow us to raise the TC up to 45 K (40 K)
in the presence of Gd (Sm) [8]. However, experimental
measurements emphasize that the synthesized 42214 samples
are not optimally doped and it is not absolutely clear if the
maximum TC has been yet obtained from this new family of Fe-
based compounds. Moreover, recent transport measurements
on the Pr-based compound, highlight the complexity of these
compounds with carriers contributed by different bands and
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depending on Te content [9]. Consequently, it is of prior
importance to investigate how the electronic properties of
42214 compounds are affected by rare earth atom (RE), Te
vacancies (x), and fluorine content (y) and to understand if
their optimal combination could improve the superconductive
properties of these new materials. Owing to the structural
complexity of this family, theoretical investigations are, so
far, very limited. In a previous work [10] we investigated the
effect of RE substitution and, to a lesser extent, the structural
role of Te vacancies, observing a correlation between magnetic
stability and RE size without addressing, however, the main
issue regarding the electronic effects of vacancies and doping.

In the large family of high-TC superconductors, various
compounds show many structural and chemical similarities
which can be tailored to optimize their physical properties.
For example, the 42214 materials seem to share the same
building blocks of the 1111 compounds, namely FeAs layers
intercalated by oxide RE-O planes: however, in this case
they are separated by tellurium spacer planes that add new
structural and electronic degree of freedom (for example,
by means of chemical substitution) to tune the correlations
between structural, magnetic, electronic, and superconductive
properties.

Nowadays, the available experimental information on
42214 compounds are still complicated by a nontrivial
interplay between the effects of native Te vacancies and
fluorine atoms in O sites, which hinder a clear and exhaustive
knowledge of the parent 42214 material.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations in the local
density approximation, not residing on any experimental
inputs (except crystal structure and chemical composition), can
strongly help the comprehension of the structural, electronic,
and magnetic properties of this new class of compounds. In
this paper we investigate, by means of first-principles DFT
calculations, the effect of native Te vacancies, those of fluorine
atoms in O sites, as well as the effect of pressure and of Se
substitutions.
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We anticipate that our ab initio results give important
clues on how to improve the physical properties of these new
materials and possibly increase their critical superconducting
temperature; moreover, analyzing compound characteristics
as As height from the iron plane, magnetic stability, and
electronic states at the Fermi level we find important corre-
lations that allow us to improve the scenario described in our
previous theoretical work focused on the pure stoichiometric
(x = 0.0) 42214 materials [10]. Finally, we hope that the
present theoretical work will stimulate further experimental
work aimed at testing our predictions and at determining
the main mechanisms that drive the sought-after material
properties.

In the following, we will discuss first-principles results
of the 42214 compounds as a function of the Te content
outlining their structural, magnetic (Sec. III A), and electronic
(Sec. III B) properties at equilibrium and under applied exter-
nal pressure (Sec. III C). The effect of chemical substitution
of oxygen with fluorine is then discussed for RE = Gd
(Sec. III D). Finally, we will analyze the physical properties of
a set of similar compounds, namely the RE4Fe2As2Se1−xO4

(RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd) where tellurium is fully substituted by
selenium (Sec. IV).

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The first-principles calculations were performed using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [11,12]
within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [13]
to density functional theory. We used projected augmented-
wave (PAW) [14] pseudopotentials for all the atomic species
involved; f electrons of the RE atoms are considered as part
of the core. Convergence of the relaxed structural parameters
was reached using 550 eV as energy cutoff. Integration of the
irreducible Brillouin zone was performed considering shells
up to (14, 14, 2) within the Monkhorst and Pack scheme [15].
The presence of Te vacancies was studied using supercells
containing up to 52 atoms. All the structures considered
were fully relaxed following the ab initio calculated forces,
optimizing the cell shape to make the stress tensor vanish
(up to 0.2 kbar) and converging total energy to less than 0.1
meV/atom. Fermi surfaces and nesting functions are defined,
respectively, as

FS(k) =
∑

n

δ̃εnkwnk (1)

and

N (q) =
∑

nk,n′k′
δ̃(εnk)δ̃(εn′k′)wn′k′wnkδ(q − k + k′), (2)

where εnk are the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, n is the band index,
and k is the k point. δ̃ is a numerical approximation of a
δ function, here taken as a 4 mRy wide step function. wnk
are band and k-point weights that account for symmetry and
normalization but also for the unfolding procedure used in
this work (see Ref. [10,16] for further details). To converge
the above expressions, eigenvalues were calculated on much
larger grids (64, 64, 1) and interpolated up to (400, 400, 20)
points in the Brillouin zone.

III. THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF RE4Fe2As2Te1−xO4

We present in this section a complete DFT-GGA char-
acterization of this 42214 system, for RE = Pr, Sm, and
Gd and including the effect of Te vacancies, pressure, and
O → F substitutional doping, in line with the samples and
experiments reported so far [7,8]. The limits and predictive
power of DFT-GGA were extensively investigated in the last
few years and, although its predictions on Fe-based supercon-
ductors show some deviations from experiments (for example,
overestimation of the magnetic stability and renormalization of
the electronic bands), it allows us to properly describe chemical
trends, doping effects, Fermi surface topologies, pressure
effects, and large unit cells being de-facto the starting point
for more advanced and precise computational approaches.

A. Structural and magnetic properties

The prediction of the lattice parameters were done perform-
ing the structural relaxation in the nonmagnetic and on two
candidate (and competitive) antiferromagnetic arrangements:
the checkerboard phase (AFM1) with antiparallel Fe spins
along both the in-plane axes, and the stripe collinear phase
(AFM2) with Fe moments parallel along the in-plane diagonals
of the 2-Fe unit cell [10]. As discussed in Ref. [10] calculations
of a possible bicollinear stripe phase in these materials did
not give stable self-consistent solutions of the Kohn-Sham
equations and always converged to the nonmagnetic phase,
confirming that occurrence of such magnetic order is only
found, within DFT, in the 11 FeTe compound [17,18].

Similarly to the pure compounds [10], AFM2 is predicted
as the ground state phase for all three REs and in Fig. 1 and
Table I, we report the corresponding magnetic and structural
properties. We point out that the magnetic properties of 42214
compounds are not yet being experimentally studied and, in
this respect, low temperature experiments would be highly
desirable to ascertain whether the 42214 samples undergo the
structural and magnetic phase transition, as found in other
families of pnictides.

We find that the magnetic stability is affected by the
presence of Te vacancies; Fig. 1(a) illustrates the stability
of the AFM2 phase that depends on the RE atom as well
as on the Te content. At fixed Te content, RE substitution
(moving from Pr to Gd) favors the instability of the magnetic
ground state phase: the reduction of the RE covalent radius
induces a chemical internal pressure which locally shrinks the
volume and raises the As height from the Fe planes; this last
effect has been often related to enhanced correlation effects
and smaller effective magnetic exchange couplings [19]. On
the other hand, keeping the RE fixed, Te vacancies lower the
stability of the AFM2 ground state phase with respect to the
nonmagnetic phase. Despite the fact that substitution of the
RE element induces larger structural effects than those due
to Te vacancies [10], both weaken, up to the same order of
magnitude, the stability of the long-range magnetic order.

At the same time, the Fe-magnetic moment (μFe) decreases
with the contraction of the RE covalent radius but increases
with the concentration of Te vacancies [see Fig. 1(b)]: the size
of Fe-magnetic moment is not correlated with the stability
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FIG. 1. Left: Crystal structure of the 42214 compounds: 3D view
of the tetragonal cell. Here red, green, yellow, blue, and purple
circles represent Fe, As, RE, O, and Te atoms, respectively. Right: (a)
Stability of the AFM2 ground state phase and (b) relative magnetic
moment μFe as a function of the RE covalent radius (R = 1.61, 1.62,
1.65 Å for Gd, Sm, and Pr, respectively) and at different Te content
(1 − x = 50%, 75%, and 100%). (c) Dependence of the Fe-magnetic
moment (μFe) on the As height (hAs),

of the AFM2 phase. To highlight this effect we illustrate in
Fig. 1(c) the variability of the Fe-magnetic moment (μFe) in
the 42214 compounds as a function of RE element, Te content
(1 − x), and As height (hAs). It emerges that, at the Te contents
considered, the Fe-magnetic moment is always lower for
RE = Gd, while it is always larger for RE = Pr. Indeed,
reduction of the RE covalent radius implies an increase
of the As height toward the optimal empirical value for
superconductivity (hAs � 1.38 Å [20]) joined by a decrease
of the Fe-magnetic moment (up to 11%) which weakens the
stability of the the AFM2 phase. However, fixing the RE
element, introduction of Te vacancies determines, likewise,

TABLE I. Structural parameters [lattice parameters (a, b, c), As-
height (hAs), and volume (V )] at 0 pressure in the Sm4Fe2As2Te1−xO4

compounds for different Te contents (1 − x = 50%, 75%, and 100%).

50% Te 75% Te 100% Te

a(Å) 4.00 4.01 4.01
b(Å) 3.98 3.98 3.98
c(Å) 29.45 29.52 29.68
hAs(Å) 1.304 1.292 1.291

V (Å
3
) 468.84 471.13 473.69

an increase of the As height, which favors the magnetic
instabilities, but also a larger Fe-magnetic moment (up to 4%).

These results clearly highlight that not only RE-element
substitution but also Te content is an effective tool to modify
the structural (hAs) and magnetic parameters (μFe and AFM2
phase stability), which are key parameters playing a key role
for the transition to the superconductive phase in the 42214
compounds. Theoretical understanding of the spin-fluctuation
mechanism of superconductivity [21–30], including recent ab
initio types of theories [31–34], indicate that while super-
conductivity could always occur at the onset of a magnetic
instability due to the divergence of the magnetic response
function, TC can be very different depending on how the
transition actually occurs and, therefore, on the features of the
magnetic susceptibility [22,33,35]. The availability of multiple
tuning leverages, as in this case, is therefore very positive in
view of maximizing the transition temperature.

B. Electronic properties

The possibility of superconductivity induced by a magnetic
fluctuation mechanism, or in general by a repulsive interaction,
poses constrains on the shape of the Fermi surface which can
sustain these pairing mechanisms (or more specifically on the
properties of the single particle excitation spectrum in the
energy scale of the pairing bosonic field [21,22,26,36]).

In view of this basic concept, we now investigate how Te va-
cancies affect the electronic properties of the 42214 materials.
Being mostly interested on the connection to superconductivity
we study the nonmagnetic electronic configuration. As an
example, we concentrate on the Gd-based compound which
seems to be the most promising from the point of view of
superconducting properties and consider both the case of 75%
Te concentration, a value which is not far away from the Te con-
tents experimentally achieved, and of 50% Te concentration.

As we can see from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), in the fully sto-
ichiometric compound, Te-related states are located between
3.0 and 0.5 eV below the Fermi level (set to zero in the figure).
Te vacancies induce a splitting of these states into two sets:
one moving at about +1.5 eV and one remaining localized at
−3 eV. The effect is local: at 75% of doping (1 Te vacancy
per unit cell, in our supercell) this occurs only for the states
originating from Te atoms belonging to the plane in which the
vacancy is contained, while the other Te atoms are scarcely
affected. Therefore, Te vacancies produce two inequivalent Te
sites: one chemically indistinguishable from the undoped case
[compare black lines in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], and one strongly
affected by the vacancy [gray line Fig. 2(c)]. This is confirmed
considering the 50% Te vacancy case (modeled as one Te
vacancy per plane): here all the Te states are modified with
respect to the parent (undoped) compound [compare gray line
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].

In order to interpret the low energy electronic band structure
of the defective supercell, rather complex due to Brillouin-zone
folding effects, we adopt a computational procedure (see
Refs. [10,16]) to unfold the band structure into the 1-Fe
Brillouin zone, where hole and electron pockets (together with
their nesting properties) can be clearly distinguished [22].

The calculated band structures projected on the iron atoms
and unfolded into the 1Fe bct unit cell for the stoichiometric
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FIG. 2. (a) Band structure projected on the p orbitals of Te
calculated for Gd4Fe2As2TeO4 in the nonmagnetic state. (b)–(d)
Density of electronic states for Gd4Fe2As2Te1−xO4, respectively, for
1 − x = 100%, 75%, and 50%, respectively. The shaded area (red,
green, and blue) is the total density of states. Black and dashed-gray
lines are the 1-Te projected density of states. Black is used for Te
atoms belonging to a fully occupied Te layer; dashed gray for Te
atoms in a layer with Te vacancies (50%). All 1-Te projections are
multiplied by a factor of 20 for plotting convenience.

and defective Gd-based compounds are shown in Fig. 3 (panels
from top to bottom with increasing vacancy concentration).
We can now clearly see that Te vacancies act as electron
dopants, almost rigidly shifting the Fermi level towards higher
energy. In the defective compounds, Te-σ and dangling bonds
surrounding the vacancy, together with out-of-plane π -like
bonds with adjacent RE-O planes, contribute free carriers
to the Fe-As planes. This last mechanism is revealed by a
nonvanishing Te p-like contribution to the density of states in

FIG. 3. Band structures projected on the basal plane of the 1Fe
bct unit cell for the Gd4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 (1 − x = 100%, 75%, and
50% from top to bottom panels, respectively) calculated in the
nonmagnetic state and at their respective equilibrium structure.

FIG. 4. Fermi surface (top panels) and nesting function (bottom
panels) projected on the basal plane of the 1Fe bct unit cell for
Gd4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 (1 − x = 100%, 75%, and 50%, panels from left
to right, respectively) at their respective equilibrium structure. The
color intensity is proportional to the value of the nesting function
normalized to its value at the zone center.

proximity of the Fermi level (not shown). In addition, doping
affects differently Fe-d states at the Fermi level and cannot be
considered as rigid: in fact, dxz,yz holes are shifted more than
dx2−y2 and dz2 states.

In Fig. 4 (top panels) we report the cut of the Fermi surface
(FS) in the �-X-M plane of the 1Fe unit-cell Brillouin zone,
at different vacancy concentrations. We observe that the zone
center pockets (hole FS) shrink and those at X (electron
FS) become larger. These same effects reflect on the nesting
function (Fig. 4, bottom panels) which, in a first-principles
theory of spin-mediated effective interaction [31,33], plays a
fundamental role on the origin of superconducting instability:
the intensity of the nesting function is dramatically weakened
increasing Te vacancies and the allowed nesting vectors close
to X are strongly reduced in number (the colored area sensibly
shrinks upon Te deficiency). All these evidences point to the
same conclusion: Te vacancies enlarge electronlike and shrink
holelike FS features, resulting in an overall lowering of nesting
properties; this weakens long-range magnetic order (AFM2)
stability and enhances magnetic spin fluctuations which
could possibly contribute to the onset of superconductivity.
Although, at the moment, theoretical understanding of iron-
based superconductors is still far from being complete and it is
not clear how the superconducting critical temperature can be
controlled, we found that Te vacancies are able to significantly
affect the structure of the Fermi surface still without changing
its topology, producing a fine tuning of the nesting properties
of electron and hole bands.

C. Pressure effects

Pressure has been shown to induce superconductivity and to
increase the superconducting critical temperature [37–41] in
iron-based superconductors strongly modifying the electronic
and magnetic properties of the materials [39]. Substitution of
RE atoms in the 42214 compounds may, actually, be inter-
preted as mainly a chemical pressure effect, although largely
nonhydrostatic [10,42]. We thus extend our investigations and
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FIG. 5. Structural orthorhombic in-plane parameters (a,b) of
Sm4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 compounds as a function of external hydrostatic
pressure at different Te concentrations (1 − x = 50%, 75%. and
100%).

predict the effect of high hydrostatic pressure on the physical
properties of 42214 compounds.

Since trends are only weakly dependent on the RE (with
RE = Pr and Gd), we will base our discussion on the
Sm compound Sm4Fe2As2Te1−xO4, considering different Te
content (1 − x = 50%, 75%, and 100%). At all doping, we
predict the occurrence of an orthorhombic to tetragonal phase
transition upon compression, clearly seen in the pressure
dependence of the a and b lattice parameters in Fig. 5.
The structural phase transition occurs at about 37 GPa in
the stoichiometric compound and decreases, thanks to Te
vacancies, to only 4 GPa at 50% of Te content (refer to
Table II for the full structural data at the transition). This result
is consistent with the discussion in Sec. III A where it was
shown how Te vacancies lower the stability of the long-range
magnetic order favoring a nonmagnetic solution. Although
the transition pressure predicted within DFT-GGA may differ
from the actual experimental one [23], the qualitative (and in
many cases quantitative) picture should remain valid [39,40].

TABLE II. Structural parameters [lattice parameters (a, b, c), As
height (hAs), and volume (V )] at the critical pressure values, where
transition from the orthorhombic to the tetragonal phase occurs in the
Sm4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 compounds at different Te contents (1 − x =
50%, 75%, and 100%).

50% Te 75% Te 100% Te

acrit, bcrit(Å) 3.94 3.81 3.76
ccrit(Å) 28.32 26.51 25.82
hAs(Å) 1.27 1.22 1.20
Vcrit(Å3) 439.63 384.82 365.03
Pcrit (GPA) 4.53 24.00 37.22

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of the structural and magnetic
properties of Sm4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 compounds at different Te contents
(1 − x = 50% red, 75% green, and 100% blue). (a) Stability of the
AFM solution as compared to the nonmagnetic calculation; (b) lattice
structural c parameter; (c) average magnetic moment at the iron site
μFe; and(d) average height of the As atom with respect to the iron
plane.

In DFT based methods, the orthorhombic distortion is induced
by the spin density wave and, thus, does not describe a
possible nematic phase which however can exist above the
Nèel temperature. The tetragonal phase transition is thus
accompanied by a drop to zero of the Fe magnetic moment
[Fig. 6(c)], perfectly matched by an adjustment of the As
position [Fig. 6(d)]. The magnetic trend shows that, while the
transition in the stoichiometric system is continuous (second
order), it becomes discontinuous upon doping and is clearly
of first order in the system with 50% Te vacancies: this can
be seen in the behavior of the magnetic moment Fig. 6(c) and
directly from the energetics in Fig. 6(a).

The first order transition is also seen in the pressure
dependence of c lattice constant [Fig. 6(b)], that is induced by
the collapse of the As-Fe planes, and in turn by the magnetic
transition. Such a small structural collapse may remind us
of a similar phenomena observed in the 122 family (see for
example [43]); however, in this case the effect is significantly
smaller since is not originating from a change in chemical
coordination and the formation of an As-As interlayer bond.

The role of Te vacancies, significant already at ambient
pressure, is fully exploited upon compression: vacancies shift
the AFM → NM transition to lower pressures (as expected
from the results of Sec. III A), but also affect the way
the phase transition itself occurs. Superconducting theories
considering spin-fluctuation mechanisms [21,22,24,26,31,44]
clearly indicate that this is the main aspect setting the stability
of the SC phase and the value of Tc.

D. Fluorine doping

In addition to Te vacancies, we consider the effect of F
doping, i.e., F substituting on the oxygen site. Fluorine-doped
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FIG. 7. Top panel: Stability of the magnetic ground state (AFM2)
for the Gd4Fe2As2Te1−xO4−yFy as a function of F concentration (y) at
different Te contents (1 − x = 100%, 75%, and 50%). Multiple data
at fixed concentration indicate results for different relative position
of dopants. Lines are guide to the eye.Central panels: Fermi surfaces
at 25% of F doping and different Te contents (1 − x = 100%, 75%,
and 50% panels from left to right). Bottom panels: Corresponding
nesting function.

crystals 42214 were studied by single crystal x-ray diffraction
experiments and resistivity [8]. However, since the experi-
mental characterization of F doped samples is sparse, it is
difficult to extract clear trends from these measurements.
It certainly emerges that fluorine doping has a significant
effect on TC inducing a significant enhancement [8]. Present
calculations (in agreement with Ref. [10]) show that, being
substitutional, F induces minor modifications to the lattice
parameters. However, we do see a significant effect on the
magnetic stability, as shown in Fig. 7. This effect strongly
depends on the spatial distributions of fluorine atoms, as shown
in Fig. 7 where results for different doping sites are indicated
as multiple data at the same F concentration. However, since
doping will be stochastically distributed on the sample, the
expected trend will be close to an average of the various
configurations considered. Despite the sparse data resulting
from the different relative position of the dopants, we observe
a clear trend: F doping scarcely affects the stability of the
magnetic phase up to about 20%; however, further increase of
F content induces a clear stabilization of the magnetic.

The stabilization energies are of the same order of those
related to RE substitution and Te vacancies (cf. Fig. 1), so the

three mechanisms could be possibly combined to obtain a fine
tuning of the desired properties.

As expected, F substitution results in an electron doping,
filling the hole pocket at the zone center, as seen from Fig. 7
(central panels). At 25% F concentration, the hole pocket
has almost disappeared while the electron one is enlarged.
The nesting features (see Fig. 7) are consequently reduced.
However, as highlighted in Refs. [22,23,44] this strongly
asymmetric configuration may still be compatible with an s±
symmetry for the superconducting order parameter, but, due
to the size of the electronic pocket, a d-wave symmetry may
also be possible.

IV. RE4Fe2As2Se1−xO4: COULD Te → Se SUBSTITUTION
LEAD TO HIGHER TC VALUES?

To go beyond the present experimental scenario and
and hopefully stimulate further work on this rich 42214
family, we present here the computational predictions of
RE4Fe2As2Se1−xO4 (RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd) where Te atoms
are substituted by Se.

Figure 8 reports the most relevant structural and magnetic
properties, namely the As height with respect to the Fe layers
(hAs), the Fe magnetic moment (μFe), and the stability of the
AFM2 ground state phase with respect to the nonmagnetic one
(EAFM2 − ENM) as a function of Se concentration and RE. To
make the comparison easier, we also report the corresponding
values for the Te compounds discussed in the previous part
of this paper. These results show that substitution of Te
with Se atoms, having smaller covalent radius, determines

FIG. 8. (a) As height, (b) Fe magnetic moment, and (c) stability of
the AFM2 ground state phase with respect to the nonmagnetic one, as
a function of Se concentration (dashed line) in the RE4Fe2As2Se1−xO4

(RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd) compounds. The same physical quantities in
RE4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 (RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd) materials are reported as
a function of the Te concentration (solid lines), for comparison.
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FIG. 9. Band structure projected on Fe atoms of the 1Fe bct
unit cell for the Gd4Fe2As2Se1−xO4 at different Se content (1 − x =
100%, 75%, and 50%, top, central, and bottom panels, respectively)
calculated in the nonmagnetic state and at their respective equilibrium
structure.

in general large effect and, interestingly, a systematic increase
of the As height. At the same time the magnetic moment as
well as the stability of the magnetic phase is reduced due
enhanced correlation effects and smaller effective magnetic
couplings [19].

In Figs. 9 and 10 we report the results for the electronic
properties.

The similarities of the Fermi surface features with those
of the Te-based compounds (cf. Figs. 3 and 4) are striking:
despite the structural changes induced by Se substitution the
states at the Fermi level as well as the nesting function are
affected only to a minor extent.

FIG. 10. Fermi surface (top panels) and nesting function (bottom
panels) projected on the basal plane of the 1Fe bct unit cell for
Gd4Fe2As2Se1−xO4 for different Se content (1 − x = 100%, 75%,
and 50%, from left to right panels, respectively) at their respective
equilibrium structure. The color intensity is proportional to the value
of the nesting function normalized to its value at the zone center.

Although great accomplishments have been recently
reached along this line, it is presently impossible to obtain a
completely parameter-free prediction of the superconducting
properties [32,34] of this system or other Fe-based supercon-
ductors. In this respect Se substitution increases hAs probably
increasing correlation effects, and lowers the stability of the
magnetic phase, giving an indication that the Se family may
actually have an higher critical temperature than the Te one.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, in this work we have presented a systematic
first-principles study that allows us to better understand the
main mechanisms which drive the sought-after 42214 material
properties measured by Katrych and co-workers [7,8] and
that completes our previous theoretical work on the 42214
pure stoichiometric compounds [10]. In particular, the role of
Te atoms and of their vacancies on the physical properties
of RE4Fe2As2Te1−xO4 (RE = Pr, Sm, and Gd) materials
is analyzed and discussed: it emerges that the effect of
the Te vacancies is much more dramatic than that of RE
substitution [10]. On one hand, Te atoms are fundamental
for the structural stability of the compounds, on the other
hand, Te vacancies play a crucial role for a possible transition
to the superconducting phase. In fact, we find that: (i) the
stripe collinear antiferromagnetic phase (AFM2) is the ground
state phase for the 42214 compounds independently on the
concentration of Te concentration (1 − x = 50%, 75%, and
100%), however, its stability is lowered as the number of
Te vacancies increases; (ii) the presence of Te vacancies
contributes to enhance the magnetic instability through a
combined structural and electronic effect (higher As height,
lower energy difference between nonmagnetic and AFM2
state, charge transfer in FeAs layers, lower nesting function)
that may favor the possible onset of the superconducting
state; (iii) external pressure induces the vanishing of the
magnetic order with a transition to the tetragonal phase
which changes from first to second order as the number of
Te vacancies increases; (iv) in analogy with Te vacancies,
the chemical substitution of oxygen with fluorine atoms is
shown to act as charge dopant, lowering the carrier number at
the Fermi level (reduced Fermi surface and nesting function
features) and decreasing the magnetic order stability that favors
the transition to the superconducting phase; and (v) new
compounds characterized by intercalated Se layers instead
of Te atoms are promising materials that present important
similarities with the 42214 compounds: at the same time, they
exhibit higher As heights and higher instability of the magnetic
phase that may allow us to further increase the superconducting
critical temperature.
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